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Abstract

In view of the difficulty, high cost and complex technology of pharmaceutical logistics green

transformation, based on the idea of green supply chain, three different government subsidy

strategies for green logistics were proposed. Firstly, by constructing a Stackelberg game

model with pharmaceutical logistics provider as the leader and manufacturer as the follow-

ers, the behavior selection and optimal decisions of the participants under the anarchic sub-

sidy strategy, the single subsidy strategy of the pharmaceutical logistics provider, the single

subsidy strategy of the pharmaceutical manufacturer and the coordinated subsidy strategy

are analyzed respectively. Furthermore, the effects of different subsidy strategies on the

green investment and strategy selection of logistics provider and manufacturer are com-

pared. Finally, according to the research results, the paper provides reference and sugges-

tions for the formulation of government subsidy strategy. The results show that the three

subsidy strategies have different degrees of incentive effect on the green transformation of

pharmaceutical logistics, and the single logistics provider subsidy strategy is the best.

Introduction

Pharmaceutical green logistics has been defined as the logistics activities that maximize the uti-

lization of logistics resources and minimize the adverse impact of logistics activities on the

environment in the process of pharmaceutical products logistics, so as to realize environmental

evolution [1]. Due to the particularity of pharmaceutical products, the current attention to

their logistics activities is mostly focused on safety and timeliness, while the attention to the

green development of pharmaceutical logistics is relatively low. However, with the rapid devel-

opment of pharmaceutical logistics industry, the consumption and carbon emissions of phar-

maceutical products in transportation and packaging are increasing, which has brought great

pressure to the environment. Pharmaceutical products can not only by providing material

foundation to make great contributions to human health, implement pharmaceutical products

circulation greening is the important measure of protecting people’s health [2], so the medi-

cine logistics must be pay attention to energy conservation and emission reduction, the imple-

mentation of the green logistics from start to green development, promote the sustainable
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development of the industry. However, the cost problem brought by the greening of logistics

has largely hindered its development, which is more obvious in the pharmaceutical logistics

industry. As medical logistics is more professional, with higher safety and technical require-

ment, the cost and difficulty of green transformation are greater. Therefore, in order to

encourage the green logistics behavior of medical logistics provider and manufacturers, it is

extremely important to provide appropriate policy subsidies [3]. On this basis, from the per-

spective of government subsidies, considering the impact of different subsidy strategies on the

green transformation of medical logistics is a research topic of theoretical value and practical

significance.

In recent years, the green subsidy of pharmaceutical logistics is rarely studied. However,

some research results on pharmaceutical logistics and government green subsidy policy are

shown. In terms of pharmaceutical logistics, Chakib Bojji et al. comprehensively analyzed the

research on logistics in the existing pharmaceutical supply chain, discussed different coordina-

tion modes of pharmaceutical supply chain, clarified the different obstacles in the management

of pharmaceutical supply chain, and pointed out the possible research directions in the future

[4]. Fu Haoran et al. used case analysis method to analyze the development status of Deppon

Green logistics and pointed out the problems existing in the construction process of deppon

green logistics system. From the perspective of enterprises, it proposes effective ways to pro-

mote the development of green logistics [5]. Shen Jianfang analyzed the key problems existing

in the current development of domestic pharmaceutical logistics, sorted out the requirements

of the transformation and development of pharmaceutical logistics on logistics mode innova-

tion and standardization implementation, and put forward relevant development countermea-

sures [6]. Tang Jianrong et al. used empirical analysis method to analyze the change of green

TFP in China’s logistics industry, and put forward Suggestions for promoting green develop-

ment of logistics [7]. Zhang Tiantian studied the current situation of green development of

pharmaceutical logistics in Anhui Province of China, and pointed out the problems in the pro-

cess of development, such as incomplete facilities and low degree of specialization [8]. Wang

Cuimin et al. studied the relevant countermeasures to promote the development of green phar-

maceutical logistics industry in Hebei Province of China under the new normal [9]. In terms

of government green subsidy strategies, Yuan Xigang et al. studied different government sub-

sidy strategies in green supply chain management, and the research results showed that gov-

ernment subsidy strategies could not only effectively improve the greenness of products in the

green supply chain, but also increase the profits of enterprises and help retailers to improve

their sales efforts [10]. Mitra S et al. established a two-stage game model between producers

and remanufacturers, and analyzed the important role of government subsidies in green

remanufacturing activities by comparing the government subsidies to remanufacturers, pro-

ducers, remanufacturers and producers at the same time [11]. WANG et al. studied manufac-

turers’ subsidy strategies and assumed that subsidy credits were related to the cost of

introducing low-carbon technologies, the cost of R&D and innovation of green products, and

the cost of recovery and reprocessing of remanufactured products, and found that government

subsidies would encourage manufacturers to improve their green efforts [12]. Jiang Shiying

et al. established a three-stage game model with the government, the manufacturer and the

manufacturer as the main body, took the two-level green supply chain composed of green

manufacturers and manufacturers as the research object, and analyzed the effect of govern-

ment subsidies by numerical simulation [13]. Based on the idea of green supply chain, Zhu

Qinghua et al. introduced the concept of product greenness, established a three-stage game

model for each participant under the condition of government subsidies, explored the impact

of various parameter changes, and provided support for the government and supply chain

manufacturers to make green supply chain management decisions [14].
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The existing studies on pharmaceutical logistics provide us with the development status of

the pharmaceutical logistics industry in China, and sort out the operation mode, technical

characteristics and development trend of the industry. At the same time, the existing problems

such as low degree of intelligence and difficulty in green transformation are pointed out. All of

these contribute to our acquisition of relevant basic knowledge and understanding of the real

background [15–18]. The research on government green subsidy strategy provides necessary

technical support for innovation of subsidy strategy, establishment of game model and selec-

tion of calculation method [19–23]. However, the existing research has not put forward the

subsidy strategy with guiding significance for the green development of medical logistics, and

the research on green medical logistics is relatively deficient. It should be pointed out that,

with the development of green sharing economy, green logistics is bound to become a trend,

which is more important in the field of medicine with higher professionalism. Therefore, dif-

ferent from previous studies, this paper constructs three different subsidy strategies for green

pharmaceutical logistics from the perspective of green supply chain, and uses comparative

analysis to explore the impact of different government subsidies on the greening of pharma-

ceutical logistics, so as to provide reference for the behavior decision-making of pharmaceuti-

cal green logistics participants. First, the development status of green medicine logistics under

the anarchic subsidy strategy is analyzed, and the basic profits and contribution of green logis-

tics level of each participant are calculated. On this basis, we explore the subsidy strategy to

improve the overall utility. Then, based on the idea of green supply chain, green packaging

and green transportation are mainly considered. Different strategies of subsidies are imple-

mented for logistics provider and manufacturer in the supply chain, and their respective profit

parameters are analyzed and calculated. Through further comparative analysis, the influence

of the change of strategy on the optimal profit and green efforts of each participant is studied.

On this basis, the most appropriate government subsidy strategy is selected to promote the

green packaging and transportation, so as to promote the development of green logistics in the

pharmaceutical industry.

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the rele-

vant assumptions of the model, and explains the meaning of the relevant symbols, which lays

the foundation for the construction and analysis of the model. Section 3 constructs the basic

model and game model under different subsidy policies, and analyzes the behavior decision of

pharmaceutical logistics provider and manufacturer under each model. Section 4 Finally, the

conclusions of this paper with respect to its original contributions and suggested future work

are discussed.

Preliminaries

In this section, the problem description and research hypothesis are introduced below.

Problem description

Due to the particularity of medical products and the high cost of medical logistics, the public

mostly pay attention to the safety and cost reduction of medical logistics, so they often ignore

the environmental protection of logistics. However, there are a lot of waste of resources and

environmental damage in the existing medical logistics, such as repeated packaging, excessive

logistics circulation, and exhaust emission of transportation vehicles [24]. On this basis, a sec-

ondary green supply chain consisting of a pharmaceutical logistics provider and a pharmaceu-

tical manufacturer is taken as the research object in this paper. The government formulates

several different subsidy strategies for green logistics, pharmaceutical logistics provider and

pharmaceutical manufacturer make corresponding logistics behavior choices and logistics
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decisions according to the costs and benefits of green logistics. Pharmaceutical logistics pro-

vider can transform green logistics by using green transportation vehicles and green packag-

ing. Retailers have a green logistics preference and are willing to pay extra for pharmaceutical

products shipped in a green logistics mode. Pharmaceutical manufacturer mainly contributes

to the transformation of green logistics through green packaging and green publicity in the

sales process. This paper intends to solve the following three questions as follows:

1) How do different subsidy strategies influence the choice of logistics behavior of pharma-

ceutical logistics provider and manufacturer?

2) In the case of a certain amount of government subsidies, what are the different effects of

different subsidy strategies?

3) Compared with the non subsidy situation, does the government’s different subsidy strate-

gies significantly promote the green process of pharmaceutical logistics?

Research hypothesis

Based on the above research questions, the following assumptions were made for the model:

1) This paper only studies the pharmaceutical logistics behavior, considering only the Stackel-

berg game situation in which the logistics provider is the leader and the manufacturer is the

follower. In this supply chain, logistics provider undertakes the task of logistics transporta-

tion and collect the corresponding logistics fees. Manufacturers sell products to retailers,

and the logistics cost is added to the product price.

2) As green logistics is dependent on products, its costs and benefits are finally reflected in the

products, and also affect the greenness and price of medical products. Medical products

that use green logistics are slightly more expensive.

3) The promotion of green logistics is related to the use of logistics price, green level and the

green investment of pharmaceutical logistics provider and manufacturer. Retailers are will-

ing to pay extra price for the use of green logistics for medical products. The market

demand of green pharmaceutical logistics depends on medical products, so we can describe

the market demand of "green logistics" as follows:

d ¼ a � bpþ gz ð1Þ

Where, d denotes the demand of green logistics; α denotes the overall size of the logistics

market, α−βp>0;β denotes the price sensitivity coefficient of logistics demand; p denotes the

logistics fee charged by the logistics provider to the retailer; γ denotes the retailer’s green

logistics preference coefficient; e denotes the green level of logistics contributed by the logis-

tics provider; z represents the green level of logistics contributed by manufacturers [25].

4) When realizing green transformation of logistics, pharmaceutical logistics provider and

manufacturer do not change the original logistics unit cost, but need to increase additional

green investment (equipment transformation and technology innovation) I. Assuming a

quadratic relation between green input cost and greenness, then let IL = ηLe2/2,IR = ηRz2/2,

Where, η denotes the coefficient of green input cost [26].

5) Assume that all participants of the green supply chain are completely rational and make

corresponding behavioral choices and decisions according to their own interests

maximization.
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In order to effectively encourage the green logistics transformation of pharmaceutical logis-

tics provider and manufacturers, the government considers various subsidy strategies and stud-

ies the influence of different subsidy strategies on the green decision-making of each participant

in the supply chain. This paper mainly considers the following situations: anarchic subsidy strat-

egy, the single subsidy strategy of pharmaceutical logistics provider, the single subsidy strategy

of pharmaceutical manufacturer and the coordination subsidy strategy. On this basis, a Stackel-

berg game model with pharmaceutical logistics provider as the leader and manufacturer as the

follower is built to explore the behavior choice and optimal decision of each participant under

different subsidy strategies. First of all, the s, where s denotes the subsidy coefficient of green

logistics is determined by the government. And then the green input and unit price of green

logistics are determined by the pharmaceutical logistics provider according to government sub-

sidies, so as to optimize their own profits. According to the unit price and the green level of

logistics determined by the logistics provider, the charge of logistics fees and its own logistics

green investment (mainly through green packaging and green publicity) are determined by the

pharmaceutical manufacturer, so as to optimize its own profit. In order to simplify the descrip-

tion, the anarchic subsidy strategy, the logistics subsidy strategy, the manufacturer subsidy strat-

egy and the coordination subsidy strategy are represented by the subscripts n, l, r and x.

Model construction and analysis

The problem description and research hypothesis are first introduced, then the four different

subsidy strategy are presented.

Anarchy subsidy strategy

Under the anarchic subsidy strategy, the government does not conduct subsidy in different

forms. Under this strategy, pharmaceutical logistics provider and manufacturer invest green

costs independently to improve the green level of logistics.

The profit function of pharmaceutical logistics provider (L) is as follows:

pL
n ¼ ðv � cÞða � bpþ gen þ gznÞ � ZLe

2

n=2 ð2Þ

The profit function of pharmaceutical manufacturer (R) is as follows:

pR
n ¼ ðp � vÞða � bpþ gen þ gznÞ � ZRz

2

n=2 ð3Þ

Total profit function of green supply chain (B) function is as follows:

pB
n ¼ p

L
n þ p

R
n ¼ ðp � cÞða � bpþ gen þ gznÞ � ZLe

2

n=2 � ZRz
2

n=2 ð4Þ

The decision order is determined after the model is established. This paper constructs a sin-

gle supply chain consisting of pharmaceutical logistics provider and manufacturer, and only

considers their behavior selection and decision-making. First of all, pharmaceutical logistics

provider, as leader, should first set logistics carrier price v and contribution en of logistics

green level to provide corresponding logistics services to manufacturer. Then, as a follower,

the manufacturer decides its logistics cost plus price and green investment effort level accord-

ing to the carrier price and green degree of the logistics provider, so that the pharmaceutical

products can be delivered to the retailer through green logistics. Based on the above decision

order, this paper use backward induction to solve:

a � 2bpþ bvþ gen þ gzn ¼ 0

gp � gv � znZR ¼ 0

(

ð5Þ
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The above simultaneous equations can be solved as follows:

p ¼
aZR � g

2vþ bvZR þ genzn
g2 � 2bZR

zn ¼
bvg � ag � g2en
g2 � 2bZR

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð6Þ

When the manufacturer’s green logistics plus price p and the green logistics level zn contrib-

uted by the manufacturer are both greater than 0, the extreme value is taken here. Then, p and

zn in (6) are substituted into Eq (2) to find the partial derivatives of v and en respectively. The

simultaneous equations can be solved as follows:

v� ¼
� cbg2ZR þ ðaþ cbÞZLð2bZR � g2Þ

� 2bZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ � bg

2ZR

e�n ¼
gZRða � cbÞ

� 2ZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ � g

2ZR

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð7Þ

In this paper, the hessian matrix is used to verify the solving conditions of the equilibrium

solution. According to hessian matrix, in order to obtain the above equilibrium solution,

β2ηR[γ2ηR+2ηL(γ2−2βηR)]�0 is needed. Then, the above equilibrium solution v� and en� are

substituted into Eq (7) to obtain the optimal solution:

p� ¼
� cbg2ZR þ ZL½� ðaþ cbÞg2 þ bð3aþ cbÞZR�

� 2bZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ � bg

2ZR

z�n ¼
gZLðcb � aÞ

2ZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ þ g

2ZR

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð8Þ

According to the actual problem, Eq (8) and Eq (7) can be substituted into Eq (3) and Eq

(2) respectively to obtain the optimal profit of the medical logistics provider and manufac-

turer:

p�L ¼
� ða � cbÞ2ZLZR

2g2ZR þ 4ZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ

p�R ¼
ða � cbÞ2Z2

LZRð2bZR � g
2Þ

2½g2ZR þ 2ZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ�

2

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð9Þ

At this point, the optimal profit of the supply chain is as follows:

p�B ¼ p
�

L þ p
�

R ð10Þ

Single subsidy strategy for pharmaceutical logistics provider

Due to the high requirements of the pharmaceutical industry for the safety, timeliness and pro-

fessionalism of logistics, and the strict cold chain transport to vaccines, blood products and

other products, the difficulty and cost of green transformation of pharmaceutical logistics is

greater than that of general commodity logistics. Pharmaceutical logistics provider plays an

important role in the green transformation of medical logistics, but the high cost investment

reduces the enthusiasm. Therefore, in order to encourage the green transformation of pharma-

ceutical logistics companies, the government carries out a single subsidy strategy. The subsidy

amount is affected by the green level eL contributed by the logistics provider. Assume that the
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subsidy coefficient of the government is s(1� s�0). On this basis, under the single subsidy

mode of pharmaceutical logistics provider, the profit functions of logistics provider and manu-

facturer are as follows:

pL
l ¼ ðvl � cÞða � bpl þ gel þ gzlÞ � ZLe

2

l =2þ sZLe
2

n=2 ð11Þ

pR
l ¼ ðpl � vlÞða � bpl þ gel þ gzlÞ � ZRz

2

l =2 ð12Þ

The total profit of green supply chain is as follows:

pB
l ¼ ðpl � cÞða � bpl þ gel þ gzlÞ � ZLe

2

l =2 � ZRz
2

l =2þ sZLe
2

l =2 ð13Þ

Similarly, the inverse induction method is used to verify the existence conditions of the

equilibrium solution according to hessian matrix. When 2βηR−γ2�0 and β2ηR[γ2ηR−2(s−1)

ηL(γ2−2βηR)]�0, the following equation is obtained:

v�l ¼
cbg2ZR þ ðaþ cbÞðs � 1ÞZLð2bZR � g

2Þ

b½g2ZR � 2ðs � 1ÞZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ�

e�l ¼
gZRðcb � aÞ

g2ZR � 2ðs � 1ÞZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð14Þ

p�l ¼
cbg2ZR � ðs � 1ÞZL½ðaþ cbÞg2 � bð3aþ cbÞZR�

b½g2ZR � 2ðs � 1ÞZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ�

z�l ¼
ða � cbÞgðs � 1ÞZL

g2ZR � 2ðs � 1ÞZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð15Þ

By substituting Eqs (14) and (15) into Eqs (11) and (12) respectively, the optimal profits of

pharmaceutical logistics provider and manufacturer can be obtained as follows:

pL�
l ¼

ða � cbÞ2ðs � 1ÞZRZL
2g2ZR � 4ðs � 1ÞZLðg

2 � 2bZRÞ

pR�
l ¼

ða � cbÞ2ðs � 1Þ
2
ZL

2ZRð2bZR � g
2Þ

2½g2ZR � 2ðs � 1ÞZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ�

2

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð16Þ

At this time, the optimal profit of the supply chain is as follows:

pB�
l ¼ p

L�
l þ p

R�
l ð17Þ

Proposition 1: By comparing and analyzing the changes of green level contribution, optimal

profit and overall benefit of supply chain of pharmaceutical logistics provider under single sub-

sidy strategy and anarchy subsidy strategy, the results are as follows:

e�l � e�n � 0; z�l � z�n � 0; pL�
l � p

�
L � 0; pB�

l � p
B�
n � 0: Proof: Because e�l � 0; e�n �

0; g2ZR � 2ðs � 1ÞZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ � 2ZLðg

2 � 2bZRÞ � g
2ZR ¼ 2sZLð2bZR � g2Þ � 0; so

e�l � e�n � 0, In the same way but card z�l � z�n � 0.

pL�
l � p

�
L ¼

ða� cbÞ2ðs� 1ÞZRZL
2g2ZR � 4ðs� 1ÞZLðg

2 � 2bZRÞ
�

� ða� cbÞ2ZRZL
2g2ZRþ4ZLðg

2� 2bZRÞ
¼

sða� cbÞ2ZRZL � ða� cbÞ
2ZRZL

2g2ZRþ4ZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ� 4sZLðg2 � 2bZRÞ

�

� ða� cbÞ2ZRZL
2g2ZRþ4ZLðg

2 � 2bZRÞ
; Because 2g2ZR þ 4ZLðg

2 � 2bZRÞ � 4sZLðg2 � 2bZRÞ � 2g2ZR þ 4ZLðg
2 �

2bZRÞ; sða � cbÞ2ZLZR � ða � cbÞ2ZLZR � � ða � cbÞ2ZLZR; so pL�
l � p

�
L � 0. In the same way

but card pR�
l � p

�
R � 0, pB�

l � p
B�
n ¼ ðp

L�
l þ p

R�
l Þ � ðp

�
L þ p

�
RÞ � 0.
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Result analysis of proposition 1: When the government gives green subsidies to pharmaceu-

tical logistics provider with subsidy coefficient s, the contribution of green level of pharmaceu-

tical logistics provider and manufacturer is greater than that without subsidy, and the optimal

profit of pharmaceutical logistics provider and manufacturer is greater than that under the

anarchy subsidy strategy. In the meantime, profit of whole supply chain also increases accord-

ingly. The results show that the implementation of single subsidy strategy by the government

for pharmaceutical logistics provider can improve the self-interest and social welfare of each

participant in the green supply chain, and encourage each participant to increase their contri-

bution to the green level of logistics. Compared with the anarchy subsidy strategy, it has a

more obvious promoting effect on the motivation of each participant to implement green

behaviors and the improvement of the green level of logistics, and the overall effect of the strat-

egy is better. On this basis, it is easier for pharmaceutical logistics company and manufacturer

to accept this subsidy strategy.

Single subsidy strategy for pharmaceutical manufacturer

In reality, most of the attention on the green transformation effect of pharmaceutical logistics

is focused on logistics provider, and manufacturers’ efforts are often ignored. However, as

logistics runs through the whole process of pharmaceutical products circulation, manufacturer

can also contribute to the development of green logistics by optimizing packaging and promot-

ing green products. Especially in the pharmaceutical industry, consumers almost focus on the

efficacy and safety of the product, ignoring the greenness of the product. Therefore, there are a

lot of excessive packaging and waste of resources in the pharmaceutical market, which can be

fundamentally changed through the green consciousness and green behavior of manufactur-

ers. Therefore, the government should start from the reality, focus on the overall situation, pay

attention to the contribution of pharmaceutical manufacturer in the process of logistics green-

ing. In order to further stimulate the efforts of pharmaceutical manufacturer in green logistics,

the government implemented a single subsidy strategy for them. It is assumed that the govern-

ment subsidy amount is related to the logistics green level z contributed by the manufacturer,

and the subsidy coefficient is s (1� s�0). On this basis, the profit functions of pharmaceutical

logistics provider and manufacturer are established, which are as follows:

pL
r ¼ ðvr � cÞða � bpr þ ger þ gzrÞ � ZLe

2

r=2 ð18Þ

pR
r ¼ ðpr � vrÞða � bpr þ ger þ gzrÞ � ZRz

2

r=2þ sZRz
2

r=2 ð19Þ

The total profit of green supply chain is as follows:

pB
r ¼ p

L
r þ p

R
r ¼ ðpr � cÞða � bpr þ ger þ gzrÞ � ZLe

2

r=2 � ZRz
2

r=2þ sZRz
2

r=2 ð20Þ

Similarly, using the inverse induction, under the condition β2(s−1)ηR{−γ2(s−1)ηR+2ηL[γ2+-

2β(s−1)ηR]}�0,−γ2−2β(s−1)ηR�0:

v�r ¼
� cbg2ðs � 1ÞZR þ ðaþ cbÞZL½g2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�

bf� g
2
ðs � 1ÞZR þ 2ZL½g

2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�g

e�r ¼
ða � cbÞgðs � 1ÞZR

� g
2
ðs � 1ÞZR þ 2ZL½g

2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð21Þ
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p�r ¼
� cbg2ðs � 1ÞZR þ ZL½ðaþ cbÞg2 þ bð3aþ cbÞðs � 1ÞZR�

bf� g
2
ðs � 1ÞZR þ 2ZL½g

2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�g

z�r ¼
ðcb � aÞgZL

� g
2
ðs � 1ÞZR þ 2ZL½g

2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð22Þ

By substituting Eq (21) and Eq (22) into Eq (18) and Eq (19), the optimal profits of pharma-

ceutical logistics provider and manufacturer can be obtained as follows:

pL�
r ¼

ða � cbÞ2g2Z2
LZR

fg2ðs � 1ÞZR þ 2ZL½g
2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�g

2

pR�
r ¼

ða � cbÞ2ðs � 1ÞZ2
LZR½g

2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�

2fg2ðs � 1ÞZR þ 2ZL½g
2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�g

2

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

ð23Þ

At this time, the optimal profit of the supply chain is as follows:

pR�
r ¼ p

L�
r þ p

R�
r ð24Þ

Proposition 2: By comparing and analyzing the changes of green level contribution, optimal

profit and overall effect of supply chain of pharmaceutical manufacturers under single subsidy

strategy and anarchy subsidy strategy, we can get the results as follows: e�r � e�n � 0; z�r � z�n �
0 (When the 4βηL−γ2�0), pL�

r � p
�
L � 0; pR�

r � p
�
R � 0 (When the g4ðs � 1ÞZ2

R þ 4Z2
Lðg

2�

2bZRÞ½g
2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR� � 0).

Proof: e�r � e�n ¼
ða� cbÞgðs� 1ÞZR

� g2ðs� 1ÞZRþ2ZL ½g
2þ2bðs� 1ÞZR �

�
gZRða� cbÞ

� 2ZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ� g

2ZR
¼

2sg3ZRZLða� cbÞ
f� g2ðs� 1ÞZRþ2ZL ½g

2þ2bðs� 1ÞZR �gf2ZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞþg

2ZRg

Because b
2
ðs � 1ÞZRf� g

2ðs � 1ÞZR þ 2ZL½g
2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�g � 0; � g2 � 2bðs � 1ÞZR � 0; e�r �

0; e�n � 0; so e�r � e�n � 0. In the same way but card pL�
r � p

�
L � 0.

z�r � z�n ¼
ðcb� aÞgZL

� g2ðs� 1ÞZRþ2ZL ½g
2þ2bðs� 1ÞZR �

�
gZLðcb� aÞ

2ZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞþg

2ZR
¼

ða� cbÞgsZLZRð� g2þ4bZLÞ

f� g2ðs� 1ÞZRþ2ZL½g
2þ2bðs� 1ÞZR �gf2ZLðg

2 � 2bZRÞþg
2ZRg

Because b
2
ðs � 1ÞZRf� g

2ðs � 1ÞZR þ 2ZL½g
2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�g � 0; z�r � 0; z�n � 0; so [γ2ηR+

2ηL(γ2−2βηR)]�0, So whether z�r � z�n is greater than 0 depends on 4βηL−γ2,when 4βηL−γ2�0,

z�r � z�n � 0; And vice, z�r � z�n � 0. In the same way but card, when g4ðs � 1ÞZ2
R þ 4Z2

Lðg
2�

2bZRÞ½g
2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR� � 0, pR�

r � p
�
R � 0, and vice, pR�

r � p
�
R � 0.

Result analysis of Proposition 2: When the government only subsidizes pharmaceutical

manufacturer, the contribution of pharmaceutical logistics provider to the green level of logis-

tics is greater than that without subsidies. At the same time, the optimal profit of medical logis-

tics companies is also greater than that under the condition of no subsidies. This indicates that

the single subsidy strategy of pharmaceutical manufacturer also has a certain incentive effect

on the logistics companies and has achieved good results. However, for manufacturer, the con-

tribution of logistics green level under this strategy is greater than that under the anarchy sub-

sidy strategy only when 4βηL−γ2�0 is met. Similarly, the optimal profit is greater than that

under the anarchy subsidy strategy only when g4ðs � 1ÞZ2
R þ 4Z2

Lðg
2 � 2bZRÞ½g

2 þ 2bðs �
1ÞZR� � 0 is satisfied. To sum up, when the government only provides green subsidies to man-

ufacturer, the promotion effect of green logistics is greater than that of anarchy subsidy strat-

egy, but the effect of subsidies is limited. Among them, the strategy has an obvious positive

effect on the green logistics behavior of pharmaceutical logistics provider, but has a conditional

limit on the incentive effect of the subsidy object itself. On this basis, under these circum-

stances, pharmaceutical logistics companies tend to accept this kind of subsidy arrangement.

In order to maximize their own interests, manufacturers tend not to accept this situation.
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Because, in the process of logistics green logistics business always assume the main task, play a

more critical role. Under this subsidy strategy, because only manufacturers get the subsidy, at

this time, the logistics companies are more dependent on transferring the task of logistics green-

ing to the manufacturers, which makes the manufacturers get the government subsidy, but

need to pay more green input, leading to their profits are not necessarily increased. At the same

time, manufacturers will have the conditions to improve their contribution to the green logis-

tics. In such cases, pharmaceutical manufacturer will be cautious about accepting the policy.

Coordinate subsidy strategy

In practice, the government’s single subsidy strategy often fails to achieve the desired effect.

Because pharmaceutical logistics provider plays a major role in green logistics transformation,

they receive more direct subsidies, and manufacturer’s contributions are often ignored. How-

ever, as manufacturer in the green packaging and green logistics promotion of the positive role

gradually prominent, the government has also paid more and more attention to it. On this

basis, in order to promote the greening of pharmaceutical logistics, the government formulates

a coordinated subsidy strategy according to the actual situation, and subsidizes both pharma-

ceutical logistics provider and manufacturer. Under the internal coordination subsidy strategy,

the profit functions of medical logistics provider and manufacturer are as follows:

pL
x ¼ ðvx � cÞða � bpx þ gex þ gzxÞ � ZLz

2

x=2þ sZLz
2

x=2 ð25Þ

pR
x ¼ ðpx � vxÞða � bpx þ gex þ gzxÞ � ZRz

2

x=2þ sZRz
2

x=2 ð26Þ

The total profit function of green supply chain is as follows:

pB
x ¼ ðpx � cÞða � bpx þ gex þ gzxÞ � ZLz

2

x=2 � ZRz
2

x=2þ sZLz
2

x=2þ sZRz
2

x=2 ð27Þ

And similarly, we’re going to do it by backward induction, when −γ2−2β(s−1)ηR�0, {γ2ηR+-

2ηL[γ2+2β(s−1)ηR]}�0, the result is as follows:

v�x ¼
cbg2ZR þ ðaþ cbÞZL½g2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�

bfg2ZR þ 2ZL½g
2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�g

e�x ¼
ða � cbÞgZR

g2ZR þ 2ZL½g
2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð28Þ

p�x ¼
cbg2ZR þ ZL½ðaþ cbÞg2 þ bð3aþ cbÞðs � 1ÞZR�

bfg2ZR þ 2ZL½g
2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�g

z�x ¼
ð� aþ cbÞgZR

g2ZR þ 2ZL½g
2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð29Þ

Eq (28) and Eq (29) are substituted into Eq (25) and Eq (26) respectively to obtain the opti-

mal profit:

pL�
x ¼

ða � cbÞ2ðs � 1ÞZRZL
2g2ZR þ 4ZL½g

2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�

pR�
x ¼

ða � cbÞ2ðs � 1ÞZ2
LZR½g

2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�

2fg2ZR þ 2ZL½g
2 þ 2bðs � 1ÞZR�g

2

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð30Þ
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At this time, the optimal profit of the supply chain is as follows:

pB�
x ¼ p

L�
x þ p

R�
x ð31Þ

Proposition 3: By comparing and analyzing the contribution of each participant to the

green level of logistics under the subsidy strategy and the anarchy subsidy strategy, the change

of the optimal profit is as follows:

e�x � e�n � 0; z�x � z�n � 0; pL�
x � p

�
L � 0; pR�

x � p
�
R � 0 ((γ2−2βηR){γ2ηR+2ηL[γ2+2β(s−1)

ηR]}2�(1−s)[γ2+2β(s−1)ηR][γ2ηR+2ηL(γ2−2βηR)]2)Proof: pR�
x � p

�
R ¼

ða� cbÞ2ðs� 1ÞZ2
LZR½g

2þ2bðs� 1ÞZR �

2fg2ZRþ2ZL½g
2þ2bðs� 1ÞZR �g

2 �

ða� cbÞ2Z2
LZRð2bZR � g

2Þ

2½g2ZRþ2ZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ�

2 ¼
ða� cbÞ2Z2

LZRfðg
2 � 2bZRÞfg

2ZRþ2ZL ½g
2þ2bðs� 1ÞZR�g

2
� ð1� sÞ½g2þ2bðs� 1ÞZR�½g

2ZRþ2ZLðg
2 � 2bZRÞ�

2g

2fg2ZRþ2ZL½g
2þ2bðs� 1ÞZR �g

2
½g2ZRþ2ZLðg

2 � 2bZRÞ�
2 From

the foregoing we know that: −γ2−2β(s−1)ηR�0,[γ2ηR+2ηL(γ2+2β(s−1)ηR)]�0,2βηR−γ2�0, so

when (γ2−2βηR){γ2ηR+2ηL[γ2+2β(s−1)ηR]}2�(1−s)[γ2+2β(s−1)ηR][γ2ηR+2ηL(γ2−2βηR)]2,

pR�
x � p

�
R � 0. Same as proposition 2, proposition 3 can be proved e�x � e�n � 0; z�x � z�n �

0;pL�
x � p

�
L � 0.

Result analysis of Proposition 3: Compared with anarchy subsidy strategy, under the coor-

dinated subsidy strategy of the government, the contribution of pharmaceutical logistics pro-

vider to the green level of logistics and their corresponding optimal profits are greater than

that of manufacturer. And the optimal profit of the manufacturer is greater than the optimal

profit without subsidies only at (γ2−2βηR){γ2ηR+2ηL[γ2+2β(s−1)ηR]}2�(1−s)[γ2+2β(s−1)ηR]

[γ2ηR+2ηL(γ2−2βηR)]2. This indicates that the government coordination subsidy strategy has a

relatively obvious positive incentive effect on the green logistics transformation behavior of

pharmaceutical logistics provider and a restrictive incentive positive effect on manufacturer.

Since the contribution of the number of participants in this strategy is greater than that of the

anarchy subsidy strategy, this subsidy strategy can effectively strengthen the motivation of

pharmaceutical logistics provider and manufacturer to implement green logistics behavior,

but it has certain restrictions on the improvement of the overall green level of logistics. On this

basis, pharmaceutical logistics companies are more willing to accept this subsidy, while phar-

maceutical manufacturer tends to reject this subsidy strategy with the goal of profit maximiza-

tion. This is not consistent with the conventional wisdom. Because under the subsidy policy,

both parties are subsidized, each party is willing to increase their contribution to the green

level of pharmaceutical logistics. However, due to the strong position of logistics providers in

the supply chain, manufacturers will undertake more green tasks, such as increasing the green

requirements for the packaging of the goods themselves, and reducing the transportation

packaging requirements of logistics companies The cost of flow business will be reduced while

the cost of manufacturer will be further increased, which will hit the enthusiasm of pharma-

ceutical manufacturers.

Conclusion

This paper mainly focuses on the green supply chain composed of pharmaceutical logistics

provider and manufacturer, considering the preference of green logistics, and studies the influ-

ence of different government subsidy strategies on the green process of pharmaceutical logis-

tics. First, the paper studies the behavior selection and optimal decision of each participant in

the green supply chain without government subsidy strategy. Furthermore, it analyzes the

optimal choice of each participant under the single subsidy strategy of pharmaceutical logistics

providers, the single subsidy strategy of pharmaceutical manufacturers and the coordinated

subsidy strategy. On this basis, the paper compared and analyzed the influence of three differ-

ent subsidy strategies on the optimal profit of supply chain members and the contribution of

logistics green level, and then analyzed the influence of different government subsidy strategies
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on the green transformation of pharmaceutical logistics. At the same time, the paper analyzes

the behavioral choices of each member of the supply chain based on the influence of different

subsidy strategies on their own optimal profits.

The results show that: compared with the case of no subsidy, the three different subsidies

have different degrees of incentive effect on the green behavior of pharmaceutical manufactur-

ers and logistics providers. The government and its participants can make behavioral decisions

according to the research results. For the government, the implementation of the single sub-

sidy strategy for pharmaceutical logistics providers will encourage pharmaceutical logistics

providers and manufacturers to improve their contribution to the green level of logistics; the

implementation of single subsidy strategy for pharmaceutical manufacturers will encourage

pharmaceutical retailers to improve their contribution to the green level of logistics, but the

incentive effect on pharmaceutical manufacturers is limited; the implementation of coordi-

nated subsidy strategy will also encourage pharmaceutical logistics providers and manufactur-

ers to improve their contribution to the green level of logistics. For each participant in the

supply chain, based on the goal of maximizing their own profits, under the single subsidy strat-

egy of pharmaceutical logistics providers, both pharmaceutical logistics providers and retailers

tend to accept the strategy; under the single subsidy strategy of pharmaceutical manufacturers,

pharmaceutical manufacturers tend to accept the strategy, while pharmaceutical manufactur-

ers tend to reject the strategy; under the coordinated subsidy strategy, pharmaceutical logistics

providers tend to accept the strategy, while pharmaceutical manufacturers tend to reject it.

Compared with the results of the above strategy analysis, the single subsidy strategy adopted

by the government has the most obvious promotion effect on the green transformation of

pharmaceutical logistics. This paper only considers the game model between a single pharma-

ceutical logistics provider and a single manufacturer. In the future, competition mechanism

can be introduced to consider a single logistics provider and multiple manufacturers or multi-

ple logistics provider and a single manufacturer to build a supply chain game model. At the

same time, the social welfare evaluation mechanism can be introduced to enrich the measure-

ment indicators.
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